
BUSINESS PLANS FOR TECH STARTUPS BOULDER

Below, we've hand-selected 50 Colorado-based tech companies â€” all five From Denver to Dublin, Boulder to Brisbane,
there's a scavenger hunt for As they set their sights on , the company plans to use the funding.

Of that group, many are young entrepreneurs, and small business owners in Colorado report no dearth of new
startups in the area. This is consistent with the mission of universities A track record of successful startups
helps during discussions about recruitment and retention of high quality faculty. Startups are sometimes the
only alternative. It ends up being extremely collaborative place. So, that was  Here are some of the chapters in
Colorado. I wish I could point to some municipal entrepreneurship program or other business initiative that
enticed these people to start companies in Boulder. In , residents instituted a special 0. On the backs of these
technology jobs, Boulder's population doubled from to and then jumped to 67, 10 years later. That's the thing.
As a founder, the university typically accepts non-marketable stock in lieu of cash as compensation. To bridge
this gap, Venture Partners works to create conditions that are ripe for investment in the startup. So I think you
start with that. Equity is the currency most readily available to startup companies. Boulder, per capita, has
more high-tech start-ups than any city in the country. Some, like eco-minded bedsheet company Sheets and
Giggles in Denver, donate product, while others like Boulder tech company Scaled Agile, match employee
volunteerism with a check. The nation's basic research labs had to expand elsewhere. Many businesses would
struggle to exist there, especially those that require heavy equipment or a low-wage work force. Boulder is an
entrepreneurial powerhouse like no other. And it has to be fed all up and down the chain, from some
entrepreneurs who are young to experienced entrepreneurs, and they have to keep caring about the place they
live in, their community, and the dynamics amongst them, the people in the community. Unemployment is 5.
The result is that many entrepreneurs are moving their companies to the suburbs or to slightly less desirable
areas in order to keep costs down. And that then is great because what you have is this easy access to
everybody. Brad Feld had a concept of give before you get. As a result of this policy, and certain obligations
under the federal Bayh-Dole Act , the university has created Venture Partners and tasked it with
commercializing technologies created at the university. Anson, the burrito maker, says it took eight weeks just
to get a permit to install a new refrigeration unit at his plant. An earlier version of this article noted its size
prior to layoffs that occurred after the magazine went to press. She gave me a gentle, pleading look. Obtaining
access to capital hasn't been so easy for small business owners, but with the way things are going, locals aren't
too concerned. From the Dec. Census Bureau estimates, Colorado's total population grew by , people from
July to July , reaching a total of 5,, at that time. If the company decides not to license the new technology, it is
returned to the university for licensing elsewhere. Boulder citizens, sensing an opportunity, bought up acres of
land and beat out 11 other cities to make that site the home of the National Bureau of Standards's new Radio
Propagation Laboratory. We try to practice GiveFirst all the time. Wrote Isabella Bird, a British travel writer,
in an book: "Boulder is a hideous collection of framed houses on the burning plain. Opportunities Booming
growth Between the appeal of an outdoor lifestyle and booming economic activity, largely within the tech and
cannabis industries, Colorado has become a popular place for those looking to relocate. The only way to say
what happened is that it was GiveFirst, not only to us, but to the candidate. But none of the entrepreneurs
returned to Illinois. The state of the economy backs up the enthusiasm; Colorado is a state in rapid economic
ascension. Is Boulder the right context for entrepreneurs with an eye on the kind of billion-dollar exits you see
in Silicon Valley?


